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INTRODUCTION

Cloud is a powerful force in the technology industry. Spending on public IT cloud services is growing at 

five times the rate of overall IT spending, while spending on cloud applications is growing at seven 

times the rate of traditional apps spending, offering an unusually rich opportunity for cloud independent 

software vendors (ISVs). Salesforce is a leading cloud platform player that simplifies the development 

and launch of cloud applications and services. The contributions that Salesforce makes are outlined in 

this white paper, including specifics on how ISVs that invest in Salesforce maximize their success.

METHODOLOGY

For this study, in July 2016, we conducted a survey of 75 Salesforce partners across English-speaking 

countries, with a primary focus on technology partners, also known as ISVs, and a secondary focus on 

consulting partners, primarily systems integrators (SIs). The interviews explored their investments in 

Salesforce implementations as well as their revenue growth rates and their attitudes and opinions on 

various aspects of their relationships with Salesforce.

We also conducted five in-depth, hour-long interviews with Salesforce ISV partners to provide 

additional perspective and color surrounding the survey results. The companies interviewed were 

Fairsail, ICIX, SpringCM, Stantive, and Talent Rover. The titles of the primary person interviewed in 

each company were CEO and COO. Salesforce requested this study and provided introductions and a 

broad list of partners to survey.

This white paper expands upon IDC's Salesforce Economic Impact Survey published in August 2016, 

which is based on a previous analysis of the Salesforce Economy published in 2015 (see The 
Salesforce Economy: How Salesforce, Its Ecosystem of Partners, and Its Customers Will Create More 
Than 1 Million Jobs and Add $272 Billion to Local Economies in the Next Four Years, IDC #258001, 

August 2015). Both studies were based on an IDC survey conducted in April 2015 of 1,142 

respondents across 8 countries. This survey focused on both Salesforce customers and noncustomers 

(Salesforce customers were limited to 25% of the sample by design) and asked questions about

investment levels and returns by type of cloud project. The output helped finalize algorithms in the 

economic models and develop a clear view of exactly how benefits from cloud computing are derived.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Salesforce partner research study highlights advantages that partners indicated they reap by

participating in the Salesforce ecosystem. From leveraging the Salesforce platform to accessing

development and marketing resources, partners felt that they have considerable opportunities to efficiently 

expand their businesses as part of the Salesforce ecosystem. Key study findings are highlighted as follows:

 On average, Salesforce partners experience a very fast growth rate. The 75 partners polled for 
this study reported average year-over-year revenue growth of 48%.

 The partners surveyed were generally very satisfied with their Salesforce partnerships. They 
gave "the impact of their partnership" an average score of 3.7 on a 5-point scale.

 The in-depth interviews indicated that partners do extend Salesforce's reach and breadth.
They provide Salesforce's end customers with specialized solutions for both large and specific

market segments, as well as bespoke implementations, which collectively add to Salesforce's 
overall economic impact.

 Developing on the Salesforce App Cloud allows partners to focus their development efforts on 
their unique areas of expertise because they do not need to worry about infrastructure and
lower-level platform capabilities. This may provide partners with a competitive edge and the 

ability to create products faster than their competitors.

 The Salesforce platform often escalates the sales discussion to the C-suite from a functional 

department decision. All companies in all industries are considering, or are involved in, digital 
transformation projects, which are a C-suite priority.

 The Salesforce customer base is a targeted market itself, and many partners focus exclusively 
on it. It is an efficient market that speeds partners' growth.

 Salesforce AppExchange provides an efficient marketplace for reaching Salesforce customers 
wherever they are in the world. Survey respondents indicated that AppExchange increases 
their revenue and decreases costs of sales and marketing. It also automatically addresses 

security and compatibility issues and reduces sales cycles.

 Several partner best practices are identified in this study such as land-and-expand approach,

focusing on a very specific market or vertical, and leveraging partner-to-partner relationships. 
These practices help partners rapidly grow their businesses.

ECONOMIC BENEFIT SUMMARY

The IDC companion white paper to this document (see The Salesforce Economy: Enabling 1.9 Million 
New Jobs and $389 Billion in New Revenue Over the Next Five Years, IDC #US41691316, September 

2016) provides the economic benefit summary as follows:

 Worldwide, Salesforce and its ecosystem will enable the creation of 1.9 million jobs within the 

Salesforce customer base from the use of cloud computing between the end of 2015 and the 
end of 2020.

 During this same time frame, Salesforce and its ecosystem will enable the creation of more 
than 2.8 million indirect jobs, or those jobs created in the supply and distribution chains 
serving Salesforce customers, as well as from new company employees spending money in 

the general economy.

 Over the same period, the benefits of cloud computing accruing to Salesforce customers will 

add $389 billion in new business revenue, or GDP impact, to their local economies.
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 Cloud computing generates these benefits primarily by permitting an increase in IT innovation, 
which in turn supports business innovation that leads to accelerated development schedules, 

faster project completion, shorter time to market for new products, and lower operational costs.

 The Salesforce ecosystem revenue is three to four times bigger than Salesforce itself because 

organizations that spend on cloud computing subscriptions also spend on ancillary products 
and services, from additional cloud subscription and professional services to additional
software applications, hardware, and managed services. IDC predicts that by 2020, for every 

dollar Salesforce makes, the company's ecosystem will achieve $4.14.

 If Salesforce merely grows at the rate of cloud computing adoption, that means that the 

ecosystem as a whole will pull in more than $100 billion in new revenue from 2015 through 
2020. The United States, because of its large share of cloud computing implementations and 
of Salesforce's global revenue, will generate about two-thirds of the world's financial gain from 

the Salesforce customer set, but about two-thirds of the jobs will be created in emerging 
markets where labor costs are low.

 In an IDC survey of 1,142 cloud-using organizations in eight countries conducted in 2015, 
Salesforce customers said, on average, they have experienced payback from their Salesforce 
technology investments in 13 months or less. Over four years, aggregate worldwide 

investments by Salesforce customers in cloud computing should yield three to five times the 
financial benefits compared with costs.

THE SALESFORCE ECOSYSTEM

As a major vendor of cloud services, Salesforce accounts for a significant share of the benefits to the 

general economy from cloud computing. That share is enhanced by other contributions to the economy 

by companies that develop and sell cloud services in concert with Salesforce cloud services, by 

professional services firms that help organizations migrate to cloud computing, and by companies that 

sell hardware, software, services, and networking to organizations to support cloud computing.

IDC estimates that in 2015, including spending on the basic Salesforce subscription, the ecosystem 

generated $18 billion in revenue worldwide. On the basis of IDC's forecasts on spending on cloud 

computing, and assuming that Salesforce can grow at least at the same rate as spending on cloud 

computing, by 2020, that revenue figure is expected to be $73 billion. As a result of these additional 

products and services, the ecosystem that surrounds Salesforce implementations is larger than 

Salesforce itself — in fact, in 2015, for every dollar Salesforce made, the ecosystem made $2.82.

IDC predicts that this ecosystem will grow faster than Salesforce — a function of the expected growth of 

the Salesforce partner network and the expected growth of ancillary products and services needed by 

customers as their implementations become more complex and mission critical. This growing ratio and 

the growth of Salesforce itself mean that ecosystem revenue will grow handsomely, from under $20 

billion in 2015 to more than $70 billion by 2020. Figure 1 shows the ratio of Salesforce revenue to the 

revenue of its ecosystem from 2015 to 2020.

Understand that the Salesforce ecosystem includes all companies that provide the products and 

services that surround a Salesforce implementation. Many, but not all, of these companies will be 

recognized Salesforce partners. The others may be brought into the project by partners or by the 

end-user organizations themselves. And any single Salesforce partner could well make a higher 

multiple of Salesforce than the aggregate ecosystem average.
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FIGURE 1

Dollars of Ecosystem Revenue for a Dollar of Salesforce Revenue — Worldwide, 
2015–2020

n = 1,142

Source: IDC's Cloud Economic Impact Survey, 2016

THE SALESFORCE PLATFORM: AN ENGINE FOR GROWTH

On average, Salesforce partners experience a very fast growth rate. The 75 partners polled for this 

study reported an average year-over-year revenue growth of 48%. This is considered "very rapid 

growth," nearing the "hypergrowth" category of 50—100%, as defined by Mike Harvath, CEO of 

Revenue Rocket Consulting Group, a channel partner–focused IT services growth consultancy. And 

some partners are growing even faster.

"Our Salesforce business grew 74% in the first quarter, year over year. And north of 90% of all new 
business is now connected to a Salesforce customer." — Greg Buchholz, founder and CEO of

SpringCM

Partners Extend Salesforce's Reach

Technology partners extend Salesforce's reach and breadth by providing focused apps for both large 

and specialized market segments. Consulting partners also extend Salesforce's reach and breadth 

with services that ensure customers have implementations that solve their problems and deliver value.

In fact, this study highlights that both groups of partners do a little of both activities. Technology

partners — including ISVs, APIs, and OEMs — obtain an average of 14% of their revenue from activities 

more typically associated with consulting partners, such as end-customer implementations, services,

and consulting. On the other hand, consulting partners obtain an average of 31% of their revenue from 

business apps they build directly on the Salesforce platform. The delineations between these two 

groups are no longer well defined.
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This study suggests that the more committed a partner is to Salesforce, the higher the return it 

receives on its investment. This finding was directional, not statistically significant, given the small size 

of the two groups of respondents. The more committed partner group, which included partners that

receive more than 50% of their revenue from sales related to the Salesforce platform, included only 42 

respondents, while the less committed partner group, which included partners that receive 1—49% of 

revenue attributed to their Salesforce partnerships, had only 23 respondents.

Partner Platform Satisfaction

Partners surveyed were generally very satisfied with their Salesforce partnership. We asked 

respondents to rate on a 5-point scale, where 1 = no impact and 5 = significant impact, the degree of 

impact that their Salesforce partnership has on their company's growth. The resulting mean score was 

a strong 3.7. As would be expected, those partners that are more committed to Salesforce gave an 

even higher mean score of 4.5, and the less committed partners gave a lower score of only 2.9.

Remember that this segmentation analysis is not statistically significant, only directional.

Many Salesforce attributes contribute to overall partner satisfaction. The survey asked partners to score 

nine characteristics on a scale of 1–10. Results were again strong, with most attributes in the range of 7+.

The standout characteristic was Salesforce brand recognition at a score of 8.7 (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2

Partner Platform Satisfaction Scores

Q. Mean Summary Table — On a scale of 1–10, with 10 being very satisfied and 1 being not very 
satisfied, how would you rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of working with 
Salesforce products or services?

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016
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Salesforce Credibility

Partners report that the Salesforce brand opens doors and that being on the Salesforce platform

provides them added credibility that helps eliminate typical objections to the adoption of cloud

technology. This credibility also allows partners' solutions to be considered by large customers that

would not typically buy from a small company.

"Salesforce brand recognition is phenomenal. When someone asks how we're built and where our 
infrastructure is, we just lead with, 'We're built on Salesforce, and Salesforce is the engine that powers 
us.' It's just a quick checkbox. There's no way that we could land the $26 billion global staffing firm if 
we weren't on Salesforce." — Brandon Metcalf, founder and COO, Talent Rover

"When the customer says, 'Where is all of our data?' and we say, 'Well, it's within the Salesforce 
environment, the world's largest cloud software company,' you can always feel this kind of, 'Oh, thank 
goodness' feeling around the room." — Adam Hale, CEO, Fairsail

Salesforce Enables ISV Partners to Raise the Bar

The synergy between Salesforce and its partner ecosystem is accelerating the cloud economy and end

customers' businesses. One partner, ICIX, rebuilt its application from the ground up on Salesforce, enabling 

the prospect of a vast network of retailers as well as their suppliers and trading partners. Since the transition, 

the company's growth has been dramatic, currently at 60% from a flat or declining business. All new revenue 

is on Salesforce, and the company is transitioning all of its existing customers to its new application.

"The main pillar of our transformation is the transition to Salesforce. It basically gave us a chance to 
move from ICIX 1.0 to ICIX 2.0. Clearly, there is tremendous value in being with Salesforce. It makes 
no sense at all to build your own platform anymore. We decided to bet the entire company on 
Salesforce, 100% of it." — David Marchand, CEO, ICIX

Partners Can Focus on Their Value-Add

Because Salesforce provides the platform and much more, partners are free to focus on the value-add 

that their services or products provide. They do not have to worry about the datacenter, security, or 

even lower-level application interoperability. Partners can focus on innovating and providing the best 

possible solutions, enhancing customer satisfaction.

"With Salesforce, we can focus on what we do. We don't want to worry about datacenters, DR, two-
factor authentication, or all that stuff. It can worry about all that, and we can focus on developing a 
great application and adding value for our customers." — Adam Hale, CEO, Fairsail

Elevates Conversation to the C-Suite

According to the partners interviewed, being part of the Salesforce ecosystem elevates sales discussions 

from functional decision makers and/or IT to the C-suite. Salesforce's cloud significance promotes the 

conversation to a broader discussion around digital transformation, an increasingly important subject for all 

executives, across all industries. Partners are also finding that the conversations almost always involve LOB 

decision makers. IT is still involved, but typically from a governance, compliance, and security perspective.

"I think in every deal we're engaged with since we've made this migration to Salesforce, we are engaging 
with the CIOs and the C-suite. IT is looking for a platform to run the business on. IT is moving more of its
applications into the cloud. We're helping accelerate that process. IT is increasing the value of the deal 
significantly." — Brian Roufa, chief marketing officer and SVP Sales Operations, ICIX
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Competitive Advantage

Interviewed partners felt that they receive advantages beyond what they would receive if on other 

cloud platforms such as Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure. They suggested that the Salesforce 

platform provides not only the infrastructure but also analytics and much of the design and 

development tools and go-to-market (GTM) programs their partners need.

"We get two things that you don't get if you're on those other platforms. The first one is the 
dashboarding and reporting. Customers are demanding as much visibility into their workforce as they 
have into their customers or into their financials. Second, with Salesforce, you have an integrated
platform that allows you to focus specifically on your value-add." — Adam Hale, CEO, Fairsail

Respondents also pointed out that the Salesforce platform provides them an advantage versus 

competitors that go it alone, standing up their own datacenters, stating that they look bigger than most 

of their competitors with the strength of Salesforce behind them.

"We are boxing two or three categories above our weight. We used to compete against siloed players 
doing one or two things very well; now we are competing against the biggest players — SAP and
Oracle — in a platform conversation." — David Marchand, CEO, ICIX

THE SALESFORCE PARTNER PROGRAM: ENABLING ECOSYSTEM EXPANSION

There are two major elements to the Salesforce partner program: developer programs and marketing

and go-to-market programs. We discuss each separately in the sections that follow.

Developer Programs

The Salesforce developer program is expansive, from providing applications to build apps or services

to specific tools to speed the development process and ensure compatibility to hands-on training and 

guidance programs.

Quick to Market with New Applications

Salesforce partners get a head start on development because the Salesforce platform automatically 

enables many of the most time-consuming platform and common application requirements with minimal 

or no effort. From traditional coding to low-code/no-code solutions, there are tools that can help partners 

build applications more quickly, streamlining processes, while accelerating development. For example, 

the combination of Lightning App Builder, Lightning Process Builder, and Lightning Components allows a 

broad range of potential developers to visually build applications, reducing the skills and time needed to 

deliver apps. This drag-and-drop functionality improves developer productivity and agility compared with 

coding by hand and enables partners to get value to the end customer more quickly. Interviewees stated 

that they beat their competition to market with new features.

"Because of the Salesforce platform, we can deploy faster. We can create faster. We can really develop 
solutions that our competitors are shocked that we evolved so quickly. Our competitors are knocked out 
of the running in the first rounds of demos." — Brandon Metcalf, founder and COO, Talent Rover

In the survey, we asked how long has it typically taken to develop a feature-complete product on 

Salesforce App Cloud (Salesforce development platform), from idea to app. The mean response was 

12 months, with more committed partners' response averaging 9 months. (Note: There were too few 

respondents to be statistically significant.)
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Quick to Market with New Features

Salesforce typically provides platform updates three times a year, adding hundreds of new features. 

Partners have an opportunity to quickly surface these new features to their own customers if their 

products are architected to take advantage of updates. For example, Force.com–embedded partners 

can quickly leverage Salesforce updates.

"We do three releases a year, just after Salesforce goes live with its release. It allows us to pick up the 
new functionality and add our own." — Doug Girvin, founder, chairman, and CEO of Stantive 

Technologies Group

Developer Program Scores

The partners we interviewed and surveyed gave Salesforce high marks on Salesforce's developer

programs. The mean survey results are provided in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3

Salesforce Developer Program ISV Survey Scores

Q. Of the following potential benefits of developing products or services on Salesforce App Cloud, 
how would you rate their importance on a scale of 1–10, with 10 being very important and 1 
being not at all important?

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016

Mean scores in the range of 7+ are considered high in this kind of survey. All but one attribute had a 

score over 7, which is a testament to the value the Salesforce development programs provide. 

Interestingly, partners that are more committed to Salesforce, as described previously, rated most of 

these characteristics 8+. (Note: There were too few respondents in each group to be statistically 

significant.)
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We then asked respondents that scored a benefit 8 or higher to quantify the value of each attribute. 

The mean responses to these quantification questions are as follows:

 Using the App Cloud increases our product or service quality, cutting costs associated with 

quality issues by +34.2%.

 Using the App Cloud decreases time to market, cutting development time by +32.4%.

 Using the App Cloud cuts in-house development time and costs by +31.3%.

 Using the App Cloud cuts other in-house costs, such as labor, overhead, development tools, 
and infrastructure by +30.9%.

 Using the App Cloud increases our product breadth revenue by +16.6%.

Salesforce Products Leveraged

Partners have a wide choice of how they develop their solutions, including embedding via 

Force.com/Apex and visual development using Lightning or some combination of these and other 

products. Salesforce also provides specialized products that allow partners to develop security, 

identity, analytics, and specialized market approaches, such as IoT, quickly and confidently. Figure 4

summarizes survey results showing the percentage of partners that use each product in developing 

their own applications.

FIGURE 4

Salesforce Product Partner Usage Means

Q. Which App Cloud/Salesforce platform capabilities have you leveraged for your product?

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016

Force.com/Apex has the highest utilization at 76%. Sales Cloud, Mobile services, and Lightning also 

have significant utilization rates at 61%, 44%, and 43%, respectively. New products, such as IoT Cloud 

and Salesforce Shield, are just gaining momentum and adoption. Their adoption may be led by market

segments where the use is more mission critical.
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"It'd probably be easier to look at the products we don't use than the ones we use. We are fully 
committed to Salesforce. We are very early adopters of anything it is bringing into the market. The IoT 
play announced recently is an extremely important component for the supply chain and for the retail 
industry. There are a lot of important IoT opportunities in retail, in terms of real time access to data, 
sensors, and triggers." — David Marchand, CEO, ICIX

Marketing and Go-to-Market Partner Programs

The Salesforce marketing and go-to-market programs, which include marketing support, sales support,

and AppExchange marketing, have grown substantially over the past year. These programs add 

significant value for Salesforce's partners.

Salesforce Is Its Own Market

Partners felt that the Salesforce customer base is a target market unto itself. Many partners focus 
exclusively on already-established Salesforce customers. It is a prequalified market that already 

understands the cloud and the benefits that Salesforce provides, saving partners' time in having to 
discuss cloud and platform basics.

"The Salesforce customer base is a big market. You can qualify Salesforce prospects right off the bat.
They get cloud. The beauty of what Salesforce has accomplished is it has given you marketing 
avenues to reach it. You have the AppExchange, you have the Dreamforce, you have city world tours, 
and you have marketing programs." — Greg Buchholz, founder and CEO of SpringCM

If a partner has a unique specialization or a vertical focus, this partnership also provides value to 

Salesforce, giving the cloud vendor an entrée into a market it otherwise might not reach as easily.

The Value of the AppExchange

There are two partner approaches for leveraging the Salesforce AppExchange. The first is to use it as 

a distribution channel. Many partners gain a significant percentage, if not all, of their revenue through 

the AppExchange. However, for more complex products and sales environments, the AppExchange 

can also be used as a marketing tool to get exposure and enable prospects to test partner products. 

Some partners also use it to distribute additional components or add-ons to their core products.

"It would be very difficult to sell our app without the AppExchange. The AppExchange, in terms of its 
market value, is huge." — Doug Girvin, founder, chairman, and CEO of Stantive Technologies Group

"Our main app will go there, used as a marketing channel, and those smaller apps — ones that we'll 
give to the users and the suppliers — can be distributed through AppExchange." — David Marchand, 

CEO, ICIX

Customers and other partners understand that all applications on the AppExchange have been 

evaluated by Salesforce and will not disrupt other applications on the platform. The confidence that the 

security review creates increases AppExchange's value for partners, customers, and Salesforce.

Figure 5 summarizes the average ratings that survey respondents gave AppExchange on seven 

attributes. Again, scores were very strong for surveys of this type. We asked respondents that scored a 

benefit an 8 or higher to quantify the value of each attribute. The mean responses to these 

quantification questions are as follows:

 Using the AppExchange increases reach to more customer types/markets, increasing revenue 

by an average of 19.8%.
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 Using the AppExchange provides efficient access to Salesforce customers, increasing 
revenue by an average of 16.6%.

 Using the AppExchange provides an efficient channel of distribution, decreasing go-to-market 
cost by an average of 19.3%.

 Using the AppExchange eliminates concerns over compatibility and security and increases 
sales, closing rate by an average of 21.9%.

 Using the AppExchange shortens sales cycle by an average of 14.7%.

 Using the AppExchange cuts in-house sales and marketing costs by an average of 15.3%.

 Using the AppExchange increases geographic reach, thereby increasing revenue by an 

average of 17.4%.

FIGURE 5

AppExchange Benefit Scores

Q. Of the following potential benefits of offering products or services on Salesforce 
AppExchange, how would you rate them in importance on a scale of 1–10, with 10 being very 
important and 1 being not important at all?

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016

To aggregate a total benefit of using the AppExchange, we weighted the returns outlined in the 

aforementioned bullet points by the percentage of total respondent mentions of each benefit. This 

assumes that if a benefit was not at the top of the list, it would not be pursued or apply to the question 

asked. We further made an assumption that any one partner wouldn't achieve the total possible of all 

benefits, so we chose to apply only three of seven benefits to any one partner. The key messages from 

this analysis are summarized as follows:

 The average Salesforce ISV partner received 15% of total revenue from its top app on the 
AppExchange in 2015.

 The average Salesforce ISV partner expects to receive 16% of total revenue from its top app 
on AppExchange in 2016.
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 The average Salesforce ISV, without the AppExchange, revenue would have been lower by 
22% in 2015.

 The average Salesforce ISV, without AppExchange, costs would have been higher by 3% in 
2015.

Figure 6 depicts the key numbers in our calculation.

FIGURE 6

The Benefits of the Salesforce AppExchange, 2015 and 2016

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016

Partner Program Leverage

The partners surveyed and interviewed for this study called out several benefits of the marketing and 

go-to-market partner program as most helpful. These benefits include access to executives and 

technology leaders, marketing team consultative help, and working with their partner account 

managers (PAMs). As a partner increases its rank from the registered to the platinum partner level,

marketing benefits increase — with the jump from gold to platinum providing the greatest increase in 

benefits. A platinum partner experiences greater exposure to prospective and current Salesforce 

customers, both inside and outside Salesforce. Opportunities to participate in promotional activities, 

such as campaigns, PR, and events, also increase.

"The partner program has provided us access to technical and engineering resources, helping us 
make sure we're building our product according to the best practices, which is huge. Our PAM has 
helped with internal advocacy and introductions to Salesforce sales team members, as well as to other 
ISVs for partnering opportunities." — Doug Girvin, founder, chairman, and CEO of Stantive 

Technologies Group
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PARTNER BEST PRACTICES

Land-and-Expand Approach

One of the practices that has worked well for several partners with whom we spoke is to start a project

in small increments so that a customer receives value quickly. Once a customer sees the value of a 

partner's offerings, it is easier to expand to the next project increment. Some partners actually divide a

project, whether an implementation or development of IP or combination of both, into monthly, bite-

sized, and fixed-price elements. This helps the customer avoid large capital expenditures, helping it to

start projects sooner. This land-and-expand approach empowers both the partner and the customer,

smoothing out resource requirements and the financial impacts of a major transformation. For most 

customers, digital transformation is never complete, requirements expand, and new approaches are 

needed to remain competitive.

"The great thing about being focused on websites is that the web is never finished. You may go in and 
win a single project in the company, but large enterprises have dozens or hundreds of websites. And 
so, once we get in there, it's typically a land-and-expand opportunity." — Doug Girvin, founder, 

chairman, and CEO of Stantive Technologies Group

Deep, Market-Specific Expertise

As Salesforce expands its industries' products, partners that have vertical market–targeted products

will be able to further focus on development efforts on their own unique use cases and value-adds to 

those products. Industry products will also enhance the compliance and compatibility of partners' apps 

in these verticals.

"Salesforce has a number of new clouds, like Health Cloud and Financial Services Cloud, and they're 
using that opportunity to solicit the partner community. We're seeing a lot of opportunity to engage and 
align with them on a very proactive basis." — Doug Girvin, founder, chairman, and CEO of Stantive 

Technologies Group

IDC has found that consistently across all ecosystems, the more a partner focuses its efforts, the

greater its success. Such vertical focus areas add value to the overall ecosystem for Salesforce as 

well its partners and customers, providing more and more tailored solutions and use cases for 

individual industry segments. Many of Salesforce's partners come out of the industry they serve,

providing a deep understanding of the needs of its vertical.

"Because we come out of the industry, it's really what makes us successful. Our industry knowledge 
just sets us apart from everything we do." — Brandon Metcalf, founder and COO, Talent Rover

The Salesforce ecosystem focuses on a broad range of vertical markets and other specialized 

markets. Typically, an ISV becomes a Salesforce partner with a specific end-customer need in mind.
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Partner Industry Focus

Figure 7 shows the mean percentage of surveyed partners that participate in some of the largest 

vertical markets.

FIGURE 7

Broad Industry Coverage

Q. What industry (or industries) do you market and sell to?

n = 75

Source: IDC's Salesforce ISV Partner Survey, July 2016

Ecosystem Synergy

The Salesforce ecosystem is made up of a vast variety of partners and solutions that all work together. 

If a partner needs a specific capability to solve a customer problem, a quick visit to the AppExchange 

may well identify just the app needed from another partner. There is synergy between partners within 

the Salesforce ecosystem; ISVs often work with systems integrators or other consulting partners to 

ensure an optimal end-customer experience. Technology partners work with other ISVs to expand 

solutions for their customers, allowing them to maintain their focus.

When multiple ISVs, each hyperfocused on a particular capability, work together, a world-class result

is often created — a solution that far exceeds what the individual players could do on their own. These 

multivendor solutions actually add increased stickiness for all participants.

One partner describes this well:

"If you're embedded in a business process with multiple products — for example, a solution with 
Salesforce, SpringCM, and DocuSign — and someone says, 'Microsoft Dynamics is a lot cheaper. Why 
don't we go over there?' Well, then there won't be a contract solution anymore. One of the beauties of 
Salesforce's ecosystem vision is that it makes it stickier for everybody if there are multiple players 
involved with the process." — Greg Buchholz, founder and CEO of SpringCM
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CONCLUSION

IDC predicts that by 2020, the Salesforce partner ecosystem will expand Salesforce's economic impact 

by 4.1 times while providing uniquely tailored benefits to end customers. As partners expand the breadth 

and reach of Salesforce's economic impact through deep specialization, expertise, and customer goal 

advancement, the entire cloud economy will expand and customer satisfaction will increase. These 

advances will further multiply as Salesforce expands its App Cloud platform tools and products, allowing 

partners to further focus their development efforts on their unique areas of expertise.

Salesforce partners that commit more of their resources to the Salesforce platform have an opportunity 

to expand their businesses substantially, as demonstrated by the average annual year-over-year 

revenue growth rate of 48% that surveyed partners attained. To accomplish this, partners need to

further leverage the Salesforce installed base. A good way to do this is to expand participation in the 

Salesforce Partner Program and other marketing and go-to-market programs. Partners should also 

consider leveraging other partners' best practices such as land-and-expand approach, focusing on a 

specific market or vertical, and leveraging partner-to-partner relationships.

In conclusion, the Salesforce ecosystem is an efficient, well-oiled machine that might well exceed the

substantial economic impact forecast in this white paper.
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